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Sample Conceptual Unit for Fourth Grade

Critical fourth-grade concepts continue the third-grade work with multiplication, division, and fractions. 
Fraction equivalence and basic operations with fractions will build on the work with unit fractions com-
pleted in third grade.

Prioritize the Standards
Multiplication and division of multidigit numbers and basic work with fractions—including fractional 

equivalence and adding and subtracting fractions with like denominators—represent the priorities of 
fourth-grade mathematics. 

Table 1 includes prioritized multiplication and division standards.

Table 1: Multiplication and Division Standards for Grade 4

Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit 
whole number using place value, number properties, equations, 
rectangular arrays, and area models.

Multiply two two-digit numbers using place value, number 
properties, equations, rectangular arrays, and area models.

Divide a whole number of up to four digits by one-digit 
divisors, finding whole-number quotients and remainders 
using place value, number properties, the relationship between 
multiplication and division, equations, rectangular arrays, and 
area models.

Multiply or divide to solve real-world word problems using 
drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number 
to represent the problem.

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Table 2 details the fraction equivalence introduced in grade 4.

Table 2: Fraction Equivalence Standards for Grade 4

Explain and justify why a fraction is equivalent to another 
fraction using visual models, explaining why fractions can be 
the same even though number and size of numerators and 
denominators differ.

Compare fractions with different numerators and different 
denominators by creating common denominators or numerators.

Identify and generate equivalent fractions. Compare fractions by comparing to benchmark fractions.

Recognize that fraction comparisons are valid only when the two 
fractions refer to the same whole.

Record the results of fraction comparisons with the appropriate 
symbols.

Express fractions with denominators of 10 as equivalent fractions with denominators of 100.

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.
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Fraction equivalence leads to basic operations with fractions (table 3).

Table 3: Basic Operations With Fractions for Grade 4

Understand addition and subtraction of fractions as joining and 
separating parts referring to the same whole.

Decompose a fraction into a sum of fractions with the same 
denominator in more than one way while recording each 
decomposition with an equation.

Justify decompositions using a visual model. Add fractions with denominators 10 and 100.

Add and subtract mixed numbers with like denominators by 
replacing each mixed number with an equivalent fraction.

Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction 
of fractions that refer to the same whole and have like 
denominators using visual models and equations.

Understand and use visual models to represent a fraction a/b as 
a multiple of 1/b.

Use the understanding of a/b as a multiple of 1/b to multiply a 
fraction by a whole number.

Solve word problems involving multiplication of a fraction by a 
whole number using visual models and equations.

Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in 
fractions of a unit (½, ¼, )

Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using information from a line plot. 

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Identifying and classifying shapes further extends work with shapes (table 4). 

Table 4: Identification and Classification of Shapes Standards for Grade 4

Draw and identify points, lines, line segments, rays, angles 
(right, acute, obtuse), and perpendicular and parallel lines.

Classify 2-D figures based on the presence or absence of parallel 
or perpendicular lines.

Classify 2-D figures based on the presence or absence of angles of a specified size.  

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Organize the Standards Into Big Ideas
Big ideas include:

1. Multiply and divide.

2. Determine fraction equivalence.

3. Perform basic operations with fractions.

4. Identify and classify shapes.

A rough mapping of the big ideas of fourth grade (table 5, page 3) provides students with twelve weeks 
with multiplication and division, eight weeks with fraction equivalence, eight weeks performing basic opera-
tions with fractions, and eight weeks with identifying and classifying shapes.
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Table 5: Preliminary Mapping of Prioritized Big Ideas for Grade 4

60 Days 40 Days 40 Days 40 Days
Multiply and divide. Determine fraction 

equivalence.
Perform basic operations with 
fractions.

Identify and classify shapes.

Place value, decomposition of number, and area models remain important to student understanding of 
multidigit multiplication and division. Unit fractions will provide a basis for students’ emerging under-
standing of fraction equivalence and addition and subtraction. The prioritized standards in table 5 could 
be described as follows.

• Multiplication, division, and rectangular area are all related and can be used to solve problems 
involving groups of objects.

• Equivalent fractions provide the basis for computation with fractions and for ratios and 
proportions.

• Addition and subtraction of fractions can be pictured as combining or taking away equally sized 
parts of a whole.

• Comparison and contrast of the characteristics of geometric objects helps to solve problems 
involving space and make sense of geometry. 

Unwrap the Standards Into Discrete Learning Targets
Tables 6–9 (pages 3–4) show sample unwrapped targets of the fourth-grade prioritized standards.

Table 6: Unwrapped Multiplication and Division Targets for Grade 4

I can . . . 
Divide (up to) a four-digit whole number by a one-digit whole 
number

Illustrate division using area models

Illustrate division using arrays Illustrate division using equations or number sentences

Illustrate multiplication using area models Illustrate multiplication using arrays

Illustrate multiplication using equations or number sentences Multiply (up to) a four-digit whole number by a one-digit whole 
number

Multiply a two-digit whole number by a two-digit whole number Solve division word problems using drawings

Solve division word problems using equations Solve multiplication word problems using drawings

Solve multiplication word problems using equations 

Table 7: Unwrapped Fraction Equivalence Targets for Grade 4

I can . . . 
Compare fractions by cross multiplying Compare fractions by finding common denominators

Compare fractions by finding common numerators Compare fractions by their relation to benchmark fractions, such 
as ¼, ½, and ¾
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I can . . . 
Explain why fractions are equivalent using visuals, models, or 
the factors by which that numerators and denominators are 
multiplied

Generate equivalent fractions

Justify comparisons using visuals and models Use symbols to compare fractions

Write fractions with denominators of 10 as fractions with denominators of 100 by multiplying the numerator and denominator by 10

Table 8: Unwrapped Basic Operations With Fractions Targets for Grade 4

I can . . . 
Add fractions with denominators of 10 and 100 Add fractions using the line plot

Add fractions with like denominators Add mixed numbers with like denominators

Break up, or decompose, a fraction or mixed number into the 
sum of fractions, or the sum of fractions and whole numbers 
with the same denominator

Compose or construct fractions by multiplying fractions by 
whole numbers

Create line plots, with quarters, halves, eighths, and whole 
numbers, based on ruler measurements of lengths

Decompose or deconstruct fractions by identifying fractions, 
whole-number factors of fractions, or both

Justify decompositions using visuals and models Represent fractions as the product of a fraction and whole 
number using models 

Represent fractions as the product of a fraction and whole 
number using equations

Solve word problems involving the addition fractions with like 
denominators using models

Solve word problems involving the addition of fractions with like 
denominators using equations

Solve word problems involving the multiplication of fractions by 
a whole number using models

Solve word problems involving the multiplication of fractions by 
a whole number using equations

Solve word problems involving the subtraction of fractions with 
like denominators using models

Solve word problems involving the subtraction of fractions with 
like denominators using equations

Subtract fractions using the line plot

Subtract fractions with like denominators Subtract mixed numbers with like denominators

Use equations to represent decompositions Use visuals and models to represent addition of fractions (for 
example,  + )

Use visuals and models to represent subtraction of fractions (for example,  – )

Table 9: Unwrapped Identification and Classification of Shapes Targets for Grade 4

I can . . .
Classify polygons based on the presence or absence of parallel 
or perpendicular lines

Classify polygons based on the presence or absence of right, 
acute, and obtuse angles

Draw lines Draw parallel lines

Draw perpendicular lines Draw points

Draw rays Draw right, acute, and obtuse angles

Draw segments Identify and name lines

Identify and name parallel lines Identify and name perpendicular lines

Identify and name points Identify and name rays

Identify and name right, acute, and obtuse angles Identify and name segments
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Tables 10–13 provide standards that can support student understanding of fourth-grade big ideas.

Table 10: Supporting Multiplication and Division Standards for Grade 4

Recognize that a digit in one place represents ten times what it 
represents in the place to its right.

Read, represent, round, and compare multidigit whole numbers 
using base-ten numerals, number names, and expanded form, 
and using appropriate symbols.

Fluently add and subtract multidigit whole numbers using the 
standard algorithm and the concepts of place value.

Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison.

Represent verbal statements as multiplication equations. Solve multistep, real-world word problems with whole numbers 
in the problem and whole-number answers using the four 
operations.

Interpret real-world word problems in which remainders must be 
interpreted.

Represent real-world word problems using equations with a 
letter standing for the unknown quantity.

Determine the reasonableness of answers using mental 
computation and estimation.

Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real-
world and mathematical problems. 

Use the four operations to solve word problems involving 
distances, time intervals, volumes, mass, and money.

Represent measurement using number lines.

Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of 
units.

Generate, interpret, and explain a pattern that follows a rule.

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Table 11: Supporting Fraction Equivalence Standards for Grade 4

Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. Compare two decimals to hundredths, use appropriate symbols 
and visual models, and justify the conclusions.

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Table 12: Supporting Basic Operations With Fractions Standards for Grade 4

Find factor pairs for whole numbers to 100. Find multiples of whole numbers to 100.

Determine whether whole numbers to 100 are prime or composite. 

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.

Table 13: Supporting Identification and Classification of Shapes Standards for Grade 4

Recognize angles as geometric shapes formed wherever two 
rays share a common endpoint.

Understand concepts of angle measurement.

Measure angles in whole-number degrees using a protractor. Sketch angles when given a measurement

Solve addition and subtraction problems to find unknown angles 
by using an equation with a symbol for the unknown angle.

Recognize lines of symmetry in 2-D shapes. 

Draw lines of symmetry. 

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.
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Teacher teams should construct the continuum of learning when unwrapping standards. This practice 
deepens teacher knowledge and informs differentiated practices. Figure 1 shows a sample learning con-
tinuum for prioritized fourth-grade standards.

 

An example of a portion of a fourth-grade common assessment follows.

1a. A parking garage wants to collect $723 in parking fees. If the garage charges $4 for each car, how  
 many cars will it take for the garage to meet the goal?

b.  Check your answer. Prove your answer with a drawing, model, or diagram.

2a. Maria bought 13 boxes of chocolates. There were 93 chocolates in each box. How many chocolates did  
 Maria buy?

b.  Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular arrays, or area models.

3a.  The school has $681 to spend on markers. Each package of markers costs $3. How many packages of  
 markers can the school buy?

b.  Illustrate and explain by using equations, rectangular arrays, or area models.

Figure 1: Sample learning continuum for prioritized fourth-grade standards. 

Divide up to 
four-digit whole-
numbers by two-

digit divisors, using 
place value, nmber 
properties, and the 

relationship between 
multiplication and 

division.

Divide up to 
four-digit whole-
numbers by one-

digit divisors, using 
place value, number 
properties, and the 

relationship between 
multiplication and 

division. Justify and 
explain solutions 
using equations, 

rectangular arrays, 
and area models.

Interpret whole-
number quotients 
of whole numbers 
as the number of 

objects when objects 
are partitioned 

equally.
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A knowledge package for fourth grade is provided in figure 2.

 

Figure 2: Sample knowledge package for fourth grade. 
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Create Detailed, Viable Curriculum Maps
Teacher teams must collaboratively map prioritized big ideas to organize standards into cohesive and 

sequential coherence units. Table 14 shows a general mapping of prioritized fourth-grade standards.

Table 14: General Mapping of Prioritized Grade 4 Standards  

Unit 1

Multiplication 
and Division

40 Days

Unit 2

Fraction 
Equivalence

35 Days

Unit 3

Fraction 
Comparisons

40 Days

Unit 4

Basic Operations 
With Fractions

40 Days

Unit 5

Identification 
and 

Classification

25 Days
Multiply a whole number 
of up to four digits by a 
one-digit whole number 
using place value, number 
properties, equations, 
rectangular arrays, and 
area models.

Multiply two two-digit 
numbers using place 
value, number properties, 
equations, rectangular 
arrays, and area models.

Divide a whole number 
of up to four-digit by 
one-digit divisors, 
find whole-number 
quotients and remainders 
using place value, 
number properties, the 
relationship between 
multiplication and 
division, equations, 
rectangular arrays, and 
area models.

Multiply or divide to solve 
real-world word problems 
using drawings and 
equations with a symbol 
for the unknown number 
to represent the problem.

Explain why 
a fraction is 
equivalent to 
another fraction 
using visual 
fraction models, 
noting that the 
number and size 
of numerators 
and denominators 
differ even though 
the fractions are 
the same.

Identify and 
generate 
equivalent 
fractions.

Justify equivalence 
and comparisons 
using visual 
models.

Express fractions 
with denominators 
of 10 as equivalent 
fractions with 
denominators of 
100.

Decompose a fraction 
into a sum of fractions 
with the same 
denominator in more 
than one way, recording 
each decomposition with 
an equation.

Justify decompositions 
using a visual fraction 
model.

Compare fractions with 
different numerators and 
different denominators 
by creating common 
denominators or 
numerators.

Compare fractions by 
comparing to benchmark 
fractions.

Recognize that fraction 
comparisons are valid 
only when the two 
fractions refer to the 
same whole.

Record the results of 
fraction comparisons 
with the appropriate 
symbols.

Make a line plot to 
display a data set of 
measurements in 
fractions of a unit (½, ¼, 

).

Understand addition and 
subtraction of fractions as 
joining and separating parts 
referring to the same whole.

Add and subtract mixed 
numbers with like 
denominators by replacing 
each mixed number with an 
equivalent fraction.

Add fractions with 
denominators 10 and 100.

Solve word problems involving 
addition and subtraction of 
fractions that refer to the 
same whole and have like 
denominators using visual 
models and equations.

Understand and use visual 
models to represent a fraction 
a/b as a multiple of 1/b.

Use the understanding of a/b 
as a multiple of 1/b to multiply 
a fraction by a whole number.

Solve word problems involving 
multiplication of a fraction by 
a whole number using visual 
models and equations.

Solve problems involving 
addition and subtraction of 
fractions by using information 
from a line plot.

Draw and identify 
points, lines, line 
segments, rays, 
angles (right, 
acute, obtuse), and 
perpendicular and 
parallel lines.

Classify 2-D 
figures based on 
the presence or 
absence of parallel or 
perpendicular lines.

Classify 2-D figures 
based on the 
presence or absence 
of angles of a 
specified size.

Source: Adapted from NGA & CCSSO, 2010.
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Sample Conceptual Unit for Fourth Grade

Fourth-grade mathematics focuses on conceptual and procedural understandings of multidigit multiplica-
tion and division. Fraction equivalence leads to proficiency with basic operations with fractions. Fifth grade 
extends the exploration into multiplication, division, and fractions, with the addition and subtraction of 
fractions with unlike denominators, the division of fractions, and working with decimals, volume of prisms, 
and additional topics of exploration. 
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